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RYTHMES & SONS ORCHESTRA
Black H49 cm / 19.2"
Orchestra Chair

  

CARACTÉRISTIQUES TECHNIQUES

Référence produit SIE 1349N RYTHMES & SONS "ORCHESTRA"
BLACK H49 CM / 19.2" ORCHESTRA CHAIR
FOR MUSICIANS

This chair provides a natural position for the body for greater
performance when playing music.
The foam and fabric, technical and efficient, are of high quality. They
guarantee maximum comfort and increased lifespan.
An excellent chair for long hours of rehearsals or concerts thanks to
which the musician can concentrate on practicing his instrument.

This chair is guaranteed without squeaks and extraneous noise
thanks to a good quality in the conception and in the making.
The manufacturing quality guarantees a 10 years lifetime minimum.

The chairs can be stacked by 6.

Seat

Poids brut (kg) 9.75

Poids net (kg) 7.20

Brand RYTHMES & SONS

Users Altist, Bassonist, Clarinettist, Cornist,
Flutist, Guitarist, Harpist, Hautboist,
Saxophonist, Trombonist, Trumpeter,
Tubist, Cellist, Violinist

Keywords concert, conservatory, cultural Center,
dance hall, exposure, fanfare, harmony,
meeting room, Museum, music room,
opera, orchestra, theater, rythm and son,
rythme et son, rythmes et son, rythme et
sons, rythmes and sons, rythmes et sons,
rythmesetsons, rythmetson, rytme et son,
rytmes et sons, rythme & son, r&sons, rs,
r-sons, rythme et son illkirch
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 rectangular backrest dim. 44x42 cm / 17.3"x16.5"

 Ensures comfort during long seated work sessions (8h and more)

 Rounded front edge sloping downwards to prevent leg numbness by
reducing pressure points

 Fixed height from 49 cm / 19.2" allows the musician to keep both feet on the
ground

 Combustion Modified High Resilience Foam (CMHR), thickness 40mm /
1.57", density 60kg/m3:
- Good ability to return to its original shape after being compressed
- Highly resistant to the test of time
- Fire-retardant properties, flame retardant

 Black XTREME CS fabric:
- Flammability : 1&2 (cigarette & match) ; BS 7176 Low Hazard ; DIN 4102 B1 ;
NF D 60-013 : ÖNORM B 3825 & A 3800-1 (58 kg/m3 CMHR Foam) ; UNI 9175
Classe 1 IM ; NF P 92-507 M1 ; UNI 8456, UNI 9174 & UNI 9177 Classe Uno,
- OEKO-TEK® Standard 100 Certified,
- Indoor Advantage™ Gold Certifie
- Non-Metallic Dyes,
- Abrasion Resistance: >60,000 Martindale RPM
- Very good resistance to rubbing (wet 4/dry 4),
- Easy to maintain as it can be vacuumed and wiped with a damp cloth

Backrest

 Wide and curved backrest dim. 43x28 cm / 16.9"x11"

 Very good support for the back and lumbar region

 Bare shoulders to ensure great freedom of movement

 Combustion Modified High Resilience Foam, thickness 30mm / 1.18",
density 37kg/m3:
- Good ability to return to its original shape after being compressed
- Highly resistant to the test of time
- Fire-retardant properties, flame retardant

 Black XTREME CS fabric:
- Flammability : 1&2 (cigarette & match) ; BS 7176 Low Hazard ; DIN 4102 B1 ;
NF D 60-013 : ÖNORM B 3825 & A 3800-1 (58 kg/m3 CMHR Foam) ; UNI 9175
Classe 1 IM ; NF P 92-507 M1 ; UNI 8456, UNI 9174 & UNI 9177 Classe Uno,
- OEKO-TEK® Standard 100 Certified,
- Indoor Advantage™ Gold Certifie
- Non-Metallic Dyes,
- Abrasion Resistance: >60,000 Martindale RPM
- Very good resistance to rubbing (wet 4/dry 4),
- Easy to maintain as it can be vacuumed and wiped with a damp cloth

Frame

 Steel tube Ø22x1.5 mm

 High carbon steel backrest support, thickness 8 mm

 Black grain epoxy paint:
- Guarantees superior resistance to impacts and scratches
- Beautiful appearance

 Plastic feet, adjustable, non marking and anti scratch:
- Ensures the chair's stability on a wide variety of floors
- Stain-resistant
- Scratch-resistant

  
Developed and manufactured by Rythmes & Sons in France

Other colour available on request
Optional: Transport trolleys for horizontal or vertical storage.
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